Slate River Working Group: Meetings 3 and 4
Meeting Minutes
June 20 and 27, 2018
Crested Butte Depot

Meeting 3 – June 20, 2018
Stakeholders Present: Illene Roggensack (Facilitator), Michael Yerman (Town of CB), Mel Yemma (Town of
CB), Hedda Peterson (CB Land Trust), Noel Durant (CB Land Trust), Tim Tszurgot (Landowner), Julie Nania
(HCCA), Travis Tucker (Irwin Guides), Billy Rankin (Irwin Guides) Zach Vaughter (CCWC), Braden Burton
(CB SUP), Jim Lovelace (BLM), Rachel Sabbato (Gunnison County), Chris Parmeter (CPW), Frank Kugel
(UGRWCD), Pat Magee (Western State Colorado University).

Welcome and Introductions
Stakeholders briefly introduced themselves and who they are representing in this process. Illene emphasized the
importance of working towards consensus in this process, especially now that we are delving into the meat of
this process. Illene reviewed the agreements set by the group at the first meeting. Everyone agreed to still abide
to them.
Review of Meeting Minutes and Short-Term Solutions Updates
Mel announced that anyone who has changes for the minutes can email her directly. Once the minutes are
finalized, they will be posted to the page on the CB Land Trust Website.
Mel gave an update on signage. Signs are ordered and will be finished on Friday, June 22nd. Mel and Hedda
have a plan to put the signs up the week of the 25th on the lower stretch.
Hedda went over outreach materials and map drafts. Folks who would like to make changes to the maps can do
so on the map itself at the end of the meeting. Outreach materials and information will be sent out this week to
the outlets indicated in the packet.

Blue Heron Study Presentation (Pat Magee)
Pat presented the attached PowerPoint to the group, which gave an overview of Great Blue Heron and the study
he is currently conducting on the slate river rookery.
Questions ask:
Chris asked about the disturbance index on one of the slides.
Pat indicated that it’s approximate, but shows during which periods the heron are more likely to be
significantly disturbed.
Frank: Do herons get used to disturbance over time?
Pat: It’s possible if they have an abundant food source; this outweighs the negative disturbance impacts.
Julie: Do louder, bigger groups, or dogs cause more of a disturbance?

Pat: I don’t have much data on this, but it seems like no matter who is coming it causes a disturbance,
whether it’s a group of folks or one individual.
Tim: Is there a date where it’s the most vulnerable time?
Pat: Before May 15th would be the time. They are “less vulnerable” by June 1st, but don’t have enough
data to give a solid answer. Relatively speaking, the birds are more vulnerable early.
Does anything happen to the chicks when there’s a disturbance? They go into an alert posture which
might mean they are physiologically stressed.
As a whole, how’s the bird population in the U.S. doing? It’s hard to generalize because so many species
are habitat dependent.
Michael: This was one of the earlier seasons, but when do people typically start floating the river?
Billy and Braden: Die-hards are out May 15th but usually early June. In an average year, it might be
mid-May.
Braden: A local I talked to brought up a park in downtown Vancouver that has a lot of nests. Can some birds
become accustomed to their environment?
Pat: There could possibly be a city lake that has a huge amount of food where it could offset the
disturbance impacts – a “food bonanza” situation.
Jim: Can you make any assumptions of the quality of forage where the rookery is?
Pat: The birds pick up sticks, which has to do with nest building but also courtship. We’ve seen an
amazing wetland complex and there’s a diverse foraging habitat at the base of the nests. In general, these
higher elevation streams are a little low productivity, but it’s harder to find the quantity of food that
they’re looking for. In a city lake, there’s a good chance of higher productivity. You would have to mark
these birds to see what they’re doing, but I would think they are traveling pretty far down valley to
forage. They could be moving 30 miles.

Wildlife Concerns
Noel: We’d like to build out a way to address wildlife concerns in this process/management plan. The biggest
concerns thus far have been the blue heron and elk. What other data do we need? What recommendations can
we make? Are we collecting enough information now or is there additional information we would need in the
future to better inform our management decisions?
Pat: We missed some of the early baseline data on heron for this year (early March), so it would be
great to get a full season of data. There are other ways to efficiently collect data that we could look into
and discuss. I’m feeling confident that what’s going on on the parallel-running road is a relatively minor
disturbance, but what’s going on in the river seems to be different. Another thing that could help is
better documentation of river use via counters or a surveyor.
Julie: When colonies decline, is that steadily or can is happen all at once rapidly?
Pat: In one particular study, it was a more gradual decline. But it could be that you have a
threshold of things happening and then all of a sudden 50-70% of them don’t show up. There’s a
rookery in the Curecanti National Recreation area that, back in the 70s had 300 birds but now
there are only 3-4. A change in grazing patterns under the rookery led to that dramatic
abandonment. It could happen either way. The main idea of this study is to set a baseline so we
can go from here.

Noel: In addition to the heron, what actions can this group support (with consensus) if wildlife specific research
recommends enhanced management solutions? If an option was a quiet zone, how do we go about enforcing it?
These are the core questions we should be looking to answer today.
Hedda: Part of the reason to convene this group is from a lot of pressure from locals telling the Land Trust that
we need “to act now.” It’s not easy, but now’s the time to try to do something and make these management
decisions. Can the group get to consensus behind a wildlife closure until May 15?
Billy: There could be a lot of gains from etiquette reminders re: small group sizes and noises. The noise
piece is so big and now we’re seeing people with amplified music, which is so easy to avoid. Ethics and
education about a quiet zone, signs and awareness are the key to this process. It would be great to find a
volunteer group to have a presence (paid or volunteer) to talk to people about river use ethics. The float
season is only maybe 6 weeks longer on a big year and we need presence at Gunsight Bridge to reach
people. We could make it so no group goes into these river corridors without a briefing.
Frank: Pat was talking about the need for more research; have you looked at the possibility of nest cams
to monitor the birds responses to disturbance?
Pat: We looked into it, but it’s a logistical problem at the moment since the nests are 80 feet
high. But we could get creative.
Julie: It does seem like there’s a crucial period that doesn’t correlate with high recreation use. I think we
should consider a voluntary closure during that period. It seems like group size can make a difference;
what if we ask people to spread out and launch only every 15 minutes?
Rachel: What about time of day, is there any specific time of day that cause more of a disturbance? Pat:
Not really, these birds are there 24 hours.
Michael: How does this timing correlate with the elk?
Chris: The elk in town aren’t having a lot of big issues (we only have about 3 years’ worth of
data). The elk aren’t really calving down in this corridor, more so up higher. It’s not as
significant as it seems with the elk (for that specific time period).
Hedda: For the elk, we’re seeing impacts happening beyond river use in the corridor. For the
herons, that impact is right on the river so there’s more reason to focus specifically on them.
Noel: The blue heron study is the first study the land trust is conducting in regards to wildlife impacts. Ideally
we want to end up with a baseline assessment of wildlife on our lands.
Chris: All recreation has impacts to all species of wildlife. Some of those species that don’t seem to
react are still impacted via stress. For example, moose aren’t afraid of people, but it doesn’t mean that
human and moose interactions are good. Moose are very transient, whereas the heron aren’t transient,
it’s the only heron rookery in the north end of the valley. There isn’t a valley around here that doesn’t
have people in it. Wildlife requires large wild places.
Braden: As the valley is getting busier with more houses being built, is that a concern? I know
we’re surrounded by a lot of protected lands, but as we expand further, is that adding more
stress?
Chris: We provide land use comments to municipalities and the county when new development
arise. Chris showed a map in regards to houses and elk migratory routes. When it comes to elk,
we need to look at preserving exits by Snodgrass into the East River Valley, by Oh-Be-Joyful
and behind Trappers Crossing. As far as other species, everything is impacted when we float
down the river, but humans are animals who can be here, too.

Hedda: For the sake of a management plan that we’re looking to create, it seems like we’re leaning to focus
heavily on herons when it comes to wildlife impacts. Some of these management suggestions could perhaps
help with other species, too.
Michael: How long of a stretch is it through the rookery?
Pat: It’s probably a little more than 100 meters distance total between the two rookeries.
Hedda: For the signage, we tried to keep in mind the 250-meter buffer, but right now the
signs might be too far apart.
Pat: We might need additional signs even though we don’t want too many signs.
Julie: In the management plan we should explain why we don’t think this is a primary corridor for the elk, but
we recognize the importance and there are other ways to encourage management solutions- e.g. GMUG forest
plan revision.
Tim: From an article in the Vail Daily, numbers of elk are down 60% in that area. The biggest issue
regarding the local elk is disruption, not only more houses, but more land use. We’re losing over a dozen
elk a day. What Billy suggested of having someone at the put-in would be great. Also, more guided trips
since those leading these are more aware. Closing the floating season until June 1st might be great to
give more time for the baby herons to grow.
Chris asked to clarify what stretches people float.
Braden: There are four designated access points, but most people float the lower stretch. It really comes
down to better education/signage at the access points.
Jim: We’re really talking about a stretch of river between two designated access points.
Tim: You could change the access point to go in at the lower loop below the rookery.
Travis: But that section really is the best section to float.
Noel: If human presence at the access points doesn’t work, what other options are there? What do we need to be
addressing or thinking about now to ensure that there are long-lasting protections?
Julie: That’s tough because it would really come down to the landowners restricting access.
Where are the teeth in this process? We need to be practical. We have the most to gain from
being collaborative, but restricting access isn’t a team decision.
Noel: I understand the Land Trust closing access would be an option, but what are other options?
For example, what constitutes wildlife harassment? Is there potential from Parks and Wildlife to
enforce this?
Chris: That would be tough. If there are restrictions on the river that people don’t abide
by (for example, access or noise) that could be considered wildlife harassment, but there
would have to be data points.
Hedda: I want to remind the group that there’s still the “right to float” issue that the Land Trust would run up
against in closing the access point, although CB South just closed their put-in. I’m not sure if they’ve received
pushback from their closure signs.
Julie: We need to be careful about legality versus what we choose as a management tool. If you have
private property and thus private property rights, you don’t have to allow access to the river through
your property. Everyone knows we’re having trouble enforcing the most basic rules on our public lands
right now; we don’t have the capacity to enforce. We need to be practical about what we look at with
management.

Tim: On a seasonal trail restriction, if I go out and ride my bike on it, can I get in trouble?
Jim: BLM wouldn’t close access at OBJ, given that there’s BLM land that could be a take-out
before the rookery.
Michael: We need to think about how we alert people right before put-in. If someone drives down Gunsight
Road, they are probably going to put in. no matter what they’re told.
Illene: To summarize, we’d like to recommend that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing research occurs; decisions re: management should be data-driven
We look at limits of sizes of groups on the river
Do what we can to encourage guided use of the river
Encourage noise reduction through outreach and etiquette
Look into restrictions/no use until June 1st for the upper stretch, due to heron vulnerabilities
There is an educational/motivational presence at river put-ins (person, information, registration, fee)
Explore timed releases/launch windows
o Zach: how could we logistically figure this out?
 Julie: You’d ask people to launch on the :15, :30 etc., of each hour.
 Michael: If we target the crucial month of June, we could try to have a volunteer there,
especially on weekends. As a management strategy, this may have more success.
 Pat: The trade-off is biased towards trying to reduce frequency rather than group size,
although it is more difficult to be stealthy in a larger group.
• Jim: Larger groups tend to be louder.
• Braden: How does this work when use just keeps increasing?

Noel: What’s the overall capacity of the Slate River from a recreational perspective?
Julie: We need to ask the BLM, as they are the only ones who would have the ability to create a permit
system.
Travis: With the increased users, I don’t think a fee structure is the worst thing.
Noel: With our recreational use statute, the Land Trust would have to do some soul searching in
assessing fees.
Hedda: We should be cautious of that.
Tim: What about a registration, like a sign-in with name and email?
Noel: There are land trusts that have gone to fee-based systems. It’s a long process, but
not as long as it would take to institute something with the BLM.
Travis: Is it totally radical to encourage herons to stick around with a river stocking?
Zach: I don’t think the water chemistry or geomorphology of the river would work well with fish
stocking.
Zach: Can we focus on education for the next year moving forward to see what impact it has, and then the
group can reconvene if more management solutions are needed?
Jim: Does the Land Trust have the ability to do a study about river users and collect information about who’s
using the river and how to contact them?
Hedda/Julie/Michael: We’ll talk about agriculture use during the next meeting and move into flow
recommendations, which will touch on Jim’s question.

Pat: When it came to sage grouse, we always thought that we couldn’t control the access, but by using the
education approach, it’s worked pretty well. There’s a little bit of county-level enforcement, but it’s mostly an
educational campaign to get people to change the way they are doing things.
Tim: Do you feel good about this rookery?
Pat: I really do. It’s a fairly large heronry that’s doing quite well. It’s a unique spot and it’s something
that could deserve a thoughtful approach for management.
Chris: The previous game warden said that the rookery has always been there.
Tim: What about wildlife fencing?
Chris: CPW would not support that.
Braden: is there a way to eliminate the visual aspect of disturbance?

Flow Recommendations/Recreational Flow Data Collection
Hedda gave an overview of the flow committee’s recommendations to determine a floating season. The shortterm recommendation for this season is for the group to come to a consensus about when the river is too low for
float (for both upper and lower stretches). Billy mentioned how this is not necessarily a “black and white issue,”
as some people are more experienced than others and can therefore better navigate varying water levels. Longterm, we’d like to come up with a high-medium-low measurements and messaging system, with data to back up
each recommendation. One possibility is to utilize what the upper Gunnison already is doing to collect
recreational flow surveys for watershed management planning.
Julie gave an overview of the survey in process to collect flow data on when are people floating (seasons 2017
and 2018 – one high and one low flow year). People are pretty good at being able to say, “I started floating in
mid-June” vs. “I started floating at xxx cfs.” It’s working pretty well so far, getting information on many
different reaches and getting baseline information that provides a good snapshot of what’s going on. There also
is good info being gathered in regards to safety and facilities. One thing that was added for the Slate River
survey is to ask if people touched bottom. Another question is how people find river flow information (gauge,
indicator rock). The challenge is collecting surveys. If this group could help, e.g. by planning/hosting an event,
that would be great. The overall goal is to get baseline data of when people are floating and what the
corresponding flows are, then hone in and have someone collect more information next year.
Hedda: To go back to Jim’s question, the idea has been discussed to also bring in a Masters of Environmental
Management student to do a river use study.
Jim: That could be great, and inform the question of capacity. There are so many factors that come into
that; for example, how many parking spaces are there in regards to people?
Braden reiterated the point that the survey is done best in person.
Julie suggested hosting an event at The Brick to collect surveys and get feedback. In regards to outreach, High
Country Conservation Advocates has started to record “Wading in the Water” on KBUT and would like
someone from this group to be featured on the show. This could happen ASAP.
Hedda: To bring it back to this season, where are we at with the current levels? Are we ready to say the upper
stretch is too low to float?
Travis: Irwin Guides is done floating the Slate for the season.
Braden: We’re still doing some supping on the lower stretch.

Frank: Is there a flow number associated with that? It’s currently at 89 cfs.
Travis: It’s based on guide observations.
Julie: Realistically we want the data first, and then come back and discuss how this would look.
Noel: To the idea of high-medium-low, is there a way to somehow capture this idea in the survey?
Julie: Qualitative questions are more challenging, but by asking, “What do you like about
floating this reach?” a lot is learned. It’s already a pretty involved survey, so we don’t want to
add too much to it.
Noel: Overall it would be great to find a way to correlate the levels to an experience.
Noel: I really like the idea of a community event, since we’re trying to foster a community around responsible
river use.
Travis: The public house might be interested in sponsoring an event like this.
Noel: There’s a universal understanding that we need more information. There needs to be a better definition of
river use as it relates to sensitive wildlife time windows. I’m comfortable with saying things of that nature in the
management plan.
___

Communications with media and other outside audiences:
•
•
•

We will not use the word ban.
If Hedda does the radio show, it will need to be clear that this group has reached consensus on the
current low flow level being too low for floating the upper stretch.
No media release or minutes will go out until after the next meeting.

Next week’s meeting will be from 5pm-8pm.

Meeting 4 – June 27, 2018
Stakeholders Present: Illene Roggensack (Facilitator), Michael Yerman (Town of CB), Mel Yemma (Town of
CB), Hedda Peterson (CB Land Trust), Tim Tszurgot (Landowner), Travis Tucker (Irwin Guides), Zach
Vaughter (CCWC), Kristi Murphy (BLM), Bruce Allen (Agricultural Representative), Chris Parmeter (CPW),
Randi and Tony Stroh (Landowners), Braden Burton (CB SUP), Wynn Martens (Landowner)
Welcome, Introductions, Recap of June 20th Meeting
Stakeholders briefly introduced themselves and who they are representing in this process. Illene showed the
group the two large sheets printed that show management strategy approaches that we’ve already identified and
are building on. Agreements from previous meetings were reviewed, with all willing to comply.
Hedda told the group about which signs are up, and reminded the group that everyone agreed that the upper
Slate is too low to float; everyone will recommend not floating that stretch. She reviewed what the private
property signs say and where they have been placed on the lower stretch. Kristi reiterated that we can’t close
public access on BLM property.

Kristi asked to clarify what is meant by “upper Slate.”
Hedda: The geographic scope that this group is focusing on is OBJ to Skyland Bridge.
Mel: The sign is worded that it’s not recommended to float form Gunsight Bridge to the Rec Path, due to
the likelihood of trespassing on downstream private property.
Kristi: I would like to look more into the language of the signs in the future.

Agricultural Use
Hedda and Bruce gave an overview of how cattle move through the upper reach of the Slate River. Cattle is
delivered into the Slate River drainage in mid-July. But the timing is already starting to shift with climate
changes; this year they are 4-6 weeks early. Cattle start in the private pastures and then move up above OBJ in
the permitted area, then move into the Allen’s private lands in Washington Gulch. The timing and locations can
change, but the Allens evolve/adapt their management plan, including to recreational use patterns.
Bill Lacy’s cattle are going out on the lower area this week; keep in mind that this could be during peak floating
season in other years.
Bruce: Fence crossings have been a challenge in past years. From a landowner’s perspective, in the
future when new forms of recreation are created, it would be great to have a roundtable discussion like
this before use explodes, preventing dangerous situations. Is the Land Trust happy with the current fence
designs?
Hedda: They can be a management nightmare.
Bruce: We’re deploying virtual collars as a trial run this summer, which will reduce the need for
fences and help resolve boundary fence issues.
Hedda: The Land Trust now has two river fences (one on Confluence and one on the Rice property).
They are cumbersome and pricey to manage and install. It might be worthwhile to explore alternative
fences and other options.
Bruce: We’re going to have fences particularly when we’re next to housing or roads for safety
reasons; we need a physical barrier. Hopefully we can reduce the amount of infrastructure
needed with other tactics.
Chris: Does the snow load tear up the fences? Can the fence be pulled out before the winter?
Hedda and Bruce: They are pretty permanent fences. It would be great to have something
that’s not too cumbersome to put up and take down. These cost about $6,000 to install.
Hedda asked Braden about the fence on the lower stretch. Braden said Bill Lacy put it up in early
August at the boundary of McCormick Ranch and Town Ranch and they had issues with three different
river users cutting the fence. Braden said they put in PVC but it would be great to have the same thing
that’s on the upper stretch.
Michael asked to clarify how many river fences we need. Hedda mentioned the need for a fence on
Wayne Meredith’s property. Overall we are talking about two new river fences.
Michael asked if we want to try to buy the same fences. They work well for cattle but not for floaters.
Hedda said this is a side conversation that can be had with the Town and Land Trust. Braden thought
that maybe it a lighter material fence could work well. Bruce suggested trying some test materials, such
as a pool noodle.

Kristi asked about making a portage around each fence. Hedda said that most of the locations would
require private property owner permission.
Travis asked if winter put-away would help if there was volunteer labor to put it up and take it down.
Hedda said that would be great, but won’t work with the current model.
Michael said that a lot of these locations could qualify for grant funding, being on conserved lands, but it
will be hard for the Town or Land Trust to maintain the fences.
Randi asked Bruce if he’s having problems with dogs. Bruce said not much but sometimes with developments.
He’s seen more stewardship in regards to dogs. He thinks reinforcing the message of handling your dogs would
be good; the biggest problem is dogs that chase cattle, and knowing how to control one’s dog around prey
animals is important.
Michael heard from Bill Lacy that there have been problems with dogs encountering both cattle and
wetlands species around the Rec Path. Dogs on leash is a big deal on the lower section. There’s also
been an issue with dogs coming through the upper loop and Tony’s Trail since it there is no signage for
"No Dogs" at the top of the upper loop. Bruce said the Moon Ridge signs have been effective.
Kristi asked about a public message when floating near cattle. Braden said the biggest issues are dogs chasing
cattle. But hopefully this will change when folks realize that dogs need to stay on the water craft since they are
subject to the same trespass parameters as humans.
Chris clarified that dog laws are more extreme than human laws. Agricultural users are allowed to shoot
dogs if they become a problem.
Bruce asked if there’s been any feedback from the agricultural use signage.
Hedda said the STOR committee has received good feedback on it.
Mel clarified that on the short-term signage for this year, language outlines treating cattle with the same
respect as you do to humans.
Illene reviewed the keys points in regards to agricultural use management approaches. Bruce agrees that it’s
good progress.

Private Property Concerns
Hedda said that we’ve come up with a lot of great tools to alleviate private property concerns, including
signage, outreach and defining river etiquette. She asked if there are any private property concerns that we
haven’t covered. Michael reiterated that we want to make sure that we cover all issues, given that most of the
float is through private property.
Wynn: Is there a sense for how many people fish while they float. Private property laws have to do with
folks wading or fishing from the shores.
Michael said that a lot of out-of-towners try to fish the Slate River, not knowing it’s not great for fishing
and since it’s so accessible.
Braden: I’ve seen people fishing from the shore. Bill Lacy is pretty concerned about this.
Michael: Signage will help this. Most fishermen in Colorado are very aware of trespassing laws, but it
can be a problem with out-of-state tourists.

Tim thinks we’ve covered everything, but it’s so hard to instill in people to follow the rules. He
mentioned that Aspen had to resort to having a cop walk around the river banks. Chris said having
someone at the put-ins will help.
Travis: Public shaming is incredibly effective in Crested Butte. Commercial services and social
media can be great to message the rules.
Kristi: It might be better to message to stay on their craft when entering private lands.
Braden: Is the goal to get the signs we put up to be consistent for the whole stretch.
Hedda: Each sign says: “Entering Private Land, No Trespassing, Stay on Craft.”
Michael: It’s ideal to have the signage similar to what people are familiar with (like “Entering
Public Lands”). The Arkansas River has consistent signage all of the way down the river. It’s
the heaviest commercially-used river in the U.S., and there’s great communication between
commercial users and landowners.
Chris: We should look into signs that are consistent with down-valley river stretches.
Tim: Signs that have worked well are the “No Trespassing” signs for bikers cutting through
Wildbird.
Bruce reiterated that a unified signage experience will carry more weight than generic private
property signs, and will convey the message of an integrated use/model in the Valley. It would
be great to have signs that tie into other users.
Tim suggested giving the marshals and police an overview of the final agreed-upon management plan, so
they are aware of trespassing issues.
Wynn asked if Wildbird enforces through prosecution.
Tim said it’s been inconsistent if police come or don’t. It’s not how we want to handle it, we just
want people to keep going down the river.

Easement Constraints and Access Points
Hedda explained the provided handouts (attached) and the need to understand property ownership and
conservation easements and covenants that set parameters for certain places. The management solutions that
we’ve arrived at today have all been compatible with these parameters.
Hedda gave a recap of what is a conservation easement: a legally-binding agreement tied to the title of a
property, which places certain restrictions on property in regards to maintaining specific conservation values.
Michael reiterated that public money is used to obtain conservation easements or covenants, which
results in legal ramifications for the easement holder and landowners. The Land Trust and Town have
utilized millions of dollars in preserving lands around this area.
Tim asked if there’s a potential of losing the easement. Hedda said the easement can’t be
retracted, but can be challenged if the values are not upheld. The Land Trust is accredited which
is a lot of work, but it says that they are meeting the highest standards and practices of
conservation. To maintain the accreditation we have to uphold our easements.
Hedda asked Kristi to explain the broad management parameters for the Oh Be Joyful Area and River Flats.
Kristi described the geographic scope and the management plan (recently updated) is trying to deal with
the expansion of recreation in the area, including by reining in dispersed camping (from more than 90

sites to about 36 sites). The drive-through river crossing will go away once the pedestrian/horse bridge
in in. The BLM can’t currently drive a pumping truck across the river, which is why a toilet facility
wasn’t built on that side of the river. A new, larger parking area will be put in, as well as day use trails.
For River Flats, a permanent toilet is going in and the parking area will be expanded. There’s a
possibility of creating a take-out point at River Flats in the future (it is not part of the plan, but it’s a
possibility to help alleviate the pressure downstream). BLM requires a permit for put-in and take-out on
BLM lands. It takes time for people to get used to this. but it’s starting to work better.
Bruce asked if there’s the need for a study on parking up there, mainly at Gunsight Bridge.
Hedda said the need is there and Kristi said we have some information on current parking use
from Brian Lieberman’s recreational use study.
Hedda went over the Gunsight Bridge parameters, which allows for “de minimis” (definition: too minor to
merit consideration) commercial use. Many of the Land Trust’s conservation easements can be ambiguous and
not specific. There are some specifics for new projects or construction in an area (for example: new Gunsight
Bridge) which they have to let the Town (as easement holder) know about. There is a need to address
recreational use generally on that property.
Hedda then talked about Alpine Meadows Property Owners Assocation (which does not have a conservation
easement) and Lower Loop. Lower Loop’s easement is consistent with Gunsight Bridge’s.
Tim explained that Wildbird is a pedestrian community that does not have a conservation easement.
Management values are open space, wildlife habitat, and sometimes grazing. They are also aggressively
fighting noxious weeds. It’s been hard for some property owners who have been walking to their house for 50
years and are now seeing heavy recreational use down the river.
Hedda:
Rick Divine’s easement doesn’t allow public access, and there have been trespassing issues there.
The Rice parcel also doesn’t have public access; it’s in need of signage as it’s an attractive river access
point that we need to be cautious about. Last week, she saw 15 people setting up camp and a picnic
there. It’s not an area the Land Trust wants to open up to heavy recreational use.
Peanut Lake has an easement, held by the Town, and it’s a critical wildlife habitat for elk, deer,
waterfowl, etc. and is included in the quiet zone for this reason.
Kapushion is encumbered by an easement – still very private property and also elk habitat.
The Confluence property is where the Slate River and Coal Creek come together. It doesn’t have an
easement, but it has conservation values and is managed by a land management plan. The plan says that
kayakers can put in there, but if it’s too many users than it needs to be managed, which is why it’s not
advertised as a designated access point.
Chris said he saw mountain bikers coming out of there, which they shouldn’t be.
Michael:
Cyprus Foothills owns from the bank to the Town Public Works yard. They are working on a negotiated
boater access easement with the Town.
The Verzuh open space is owned by the Martens and has a conservation covenant held by the town. The
boater access is on the north side, which people aren’t using. The covenant doesn’t allow for commercial
use or dogs.
Town Ranch has language to allow for fishing, but doesn’t mention anything about floating.

The Skyland takeout is owned by the Skyland Metro District, which is a quasi-governmental agency.
There’s a board that sets parameters, but we’d like Mike Billingsley to give a more specific explanation.
Michael said the main places to focus on infrastructure are at Gunsight Bridge, the Rec Path and Skyland. These
could all be potentially eligible for GOCO stewardship funds. It’s important to understand those three access
points when it comes to developing an infrastructure plan and applying for grants.
Michael reiterated that commercial use limitations need to be discussed and worked out. The agreement for Rec
Path currently says no commercial use. We are hoping to look at the management plan as a guiding document
for managing commercial use. To allow commercial use at Rec Path will require a private commercial use
license agreement with the Martens, but they would like to see this process play out more before jumping into a
long-term situation; for now, it will be a year-to-year agreement.
Chris recapped that the right to float issue hasn’t been resolved in Colorado, and commercial users could float
through easement-protected properties that limit commercial use. Michael said this is true (example: OBJ with
BLM permit to Skyland).
Hedda asked if the parameters of commercial use would be established in or outside of this process.
Michael: The specific parameters (number of trips, group sizes) would be decided in the negotiated
process. The rational for not allowing commercial would be reducing numbers, but it would likely not
result well with the commercial outfitters being so important as the “eyes and ears on the river.”
Wynn: I prefer for the group to discuss specific parameters for commercial use, since this
affects the whole river.
Hedda asked if there’s a ballpark number of guided trips that Irwin and CB SUP lead. BLM
doesn’t limit number of permits.
Wynn asked how Braden knew where to get the permit, he said they ensure to know the
access and permits needs for any location.
Braden reiterated that his company and guides are very educated and will educate others
with proper use/etiquette. Braden’s company is small, so he’s not sure about the number
of trips/users they host. He said Rec Path is the most active access point and being able to
launch from there is beneficial.
Michael reiterated that in the next few years there’s going to be less parking in that area
due to neighborhood development. He also reiterated that public restrooms aren’t cheap;
the four-way was $450,000. Town would not do a pit toilet here, as it would connect to
water/sewer.
Randi asked if a private property owner could stop travel through the river. Michael said this is the ultimate
right to float question. There’s currently a lawsuit on Texas Creek re: right to float at the Supreme Court level.
The basic law of understand right now is that if it’s a navigable river, then you are allowed to float, but if you
touch bottom, you’re trespassing. If a private property owner were to fence the whole property (including across
the river), it would likely go to a lawsuit. The whole reason for the convening of this group is to try to
proactively deal with the issues so no lawsuits result. Various property owners have made comments of trying
to close access/start a lawsuit, which is a big reason why this group was convened.
Travis reiterated that commercial users want to be good stewards of the environment. They want to share their
passion of wild places with clients, in addition to running a business. The numbers of trips Irwin Guides
proposed for this year was 11, for 50 guests total (from Gunsight Bridge to the Rec Path); they actually led
about six trips total, all on the lower stretch. Irwin’s use might be slightly lower than CB SUPs.

Braden said there’s one more commercial company in town. Hedda reminded the group that Northstar
preserve in Aspen allows only one commercial user.
Wynn’s initial reaction is that the number seems low.
Braden said they don’t do that many guided trips; CB SUPs maybe accounts for 10% of commercial
users. Hedda reiterated that commercial use means guided trips, it does not include SUP rentals.
Michael asked if Irwin or CB SUPs does more than one trip in a day. Response: “Rarely.”
Travis said he could count on one hand the amount of full Slate River guided trips they’ve led.
Mel asked about companies shuttling people.
Travis: Irwin does not but it might be an opportunity to educate users.
Illene suggested delegating establishing commercial use parameters to a smaller sub-group.
Chris said that maybe focus should be put on limiting the numbers of non-commercial users since that use is
growing exponentially.
Kristi: I am confused about what this group is trying to solve. Are we hoping to see fewer people on the river?
Do we want to go to a quota system? BLM would be outside of that, but systems like that take a lot of time and
energy.
Michael said defining commercial use will need to be part of the management plan as a requirement of
the easement holders, but it’s harder to try to tackle increased recreational use in general.
Travis said the issue of numbers of people on the river is an issue, when it comes to private property,
and other things.
Randi believes the problem is the ever-growing increased use on the river.
Braden said that if there’s 100,000 people going down the river and floating with proper etiquette, then
it’s not having as much of an impact as fewer folks floating without etiquette.
Bruce disagreed that more and more people put a pressure on the landscape and wildlife.
Michael said that we should think about a carrying capacity of the river. Commercial use parameters
(numbers and stewardship goals) can be discussed more by the conveners and incorporated into the
management plan.
Wynn reiterated that we all know the numbers are going to keep going up. My full concern is how to
help the whole river system and take some of the pressure off more sensitive areas. We have a lot of
longstanding trespassing issues on our property and want to find a creative collaborative solution that
has a win-win for everyone, and am confident that this group will come to the table with that.
Illene asked if one of the recommendations should be to stay vigilant on increasing use.
Hedda said that increasing use is absolutely a concern on Land Trust property. Permitting the river
would be a logistical nightmare, but we might need to think about managing numbers and be realistic
about what that would entail.
Kristi talked about adaptive management strategy approaches that the BLM uses to address emerging
issues.
Zach agrees that adaptive management will be necessary in this process.
Zach is concerned that we’re focusing too much on the future and potential issues that could be, when
we should be focusing on developing PSAs and educational videos right now.

Hedda thinks that the educational and outreach component of this project still has a lot of room
for creativity of communication avenues.
Michael said one strategy would be doing multiple years of blue heron study and adapting our
management approaches to the different outcomes of those studies.
Hedda asked if it’s not a priority for BLM to study user numbers from OBJ to River Flats.
Kristi said that they really haven’t seen that much river use compared to other land uses.
Mel reiterated that a lot of this process will come down to education, signage, and outreach, but we need
to delve into a lot of these deeper issues to stay ahead of the curve when we know recreation use
continues to increase.

Infrastructure Needs
Michael asked to skip over OBJ since they’ve gone through a big management plan. We want to talk about the
other three access points and brainstorm infrastructure needs.
Gunsight Bridge
•
•
•

•

There’s potential for a temporary bathroom; a more permanent bathroom would be harder to do.
There can’t be paving of roads, so an additional put-in is not possible.
The parking area is small and they’ve been seeing more and more people parking down at the bridge,
which will need to be addressed in the future.
o Protecting areas – e.g. utilizing big boulders to block cars from going certain places.
There is overall limited room for growth at Gunsight Bridge.
Tim has noticed more and more cars driving through the river and parking on the other side.
Randi said that parking on Slate River Road isn’t a viable option.
Zach asked if the new bridge will increase traffic to OBJ.
Tim personally wouldn’t put in at OBJ since it’s more driving and not much more time on the
water.
Gunsight is attractive to Irwin because, if they put in at OBJ, there’s a new bridge hazard just
three minutes down river.
Chris asked if the idea of changing put-ins and take-outs (that might be more appropriate for parking)
has merit.
Kristi reiterated that the infrastructure is there at OBJ, from toilets to parking, and it’s only five
minutes’ drive from Gunsight Bridge.
Hedda agrees but we’d need to think about pushing more traffic up Slate River Road.
Travis said it’s not out of the question for Irwin Guides if there was preference to put in at OBJ.
He’d like to see what the new bridge is going to look like. Billy Rankin might have more
perspective on that. Also, dropping off patrons helps to alleviate parking pressures.
Chris and Kristi discussed the possibility of River Flats as a put-in. There’s parking for 10 cars
and six campsites.

Rec Path
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The town has an RFQ out for a parking consultant in town to address broad parking issues in town. That
area is already a parking issue, and will become a bigger issue when the neighborhood is developed and
locals are living there. There’s a push in town to go towards paid parking/permitted parking, which will
change the dynamic of town but may be where we need to go at this point.
There’s a permanent kiosk at the Rec Path that can accommodate signage, educational information, etc.
There’s a need for bathrooms.
Irwin and CB SUP recommend a bike rack (so people can shuttle with a bike on the Deli Trail from
Skyland back to the Rec Path)
Dog fencing around the bridge.
River counters.
Free carts/bike trailers for folks to bring SUPs down to the river.
Signage that makes sense for not only river users but also dog walkers and other users.
Addressing the condition/usability of the actual river access point.
Fixing/vegetating the bank on the other side.

Wynn asked about the opportunity for infrastructure around the new bridge.
Michael said this could potentially result in a large-scale GOCO grant to wrap in a lot of the needs here,
but it needs to be prioritized and “won’t happen tomorrow.”
Michael reiterated that the Town is responsible for building the new access point at Cyprus. It’s steep, is highquality wetland and presents major wildlife values.
Chris asked if permitted parking could happen at all of the put-ins.

Skyland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking is an issue there and is on County right of way.
More gravel on the river bed (slippery). Mike Billingsley gave Braden permission to do this, but Braden
hasn’t done it yet.
Bathrooms.
Bike rack.
Utilizing public transportation for a shuttle.
River use counters as well.
Traffic/intersection is an issue. A turning lane was mentioned, but would require huge public planning
efforts.

Michael reiterated that the timing of this plan coming out coincides with the budget planning cycles of all
impacted governmental entities. Much of the infrastructure conversation relates back to budget. A lot of the
bigger costs aren’t going to happen this winter, but these recommendations will help prioritize next steps.
Travis asked about a seasonal bathroom on the Rice or Confluence parcels; this will help with trespass issues.
Hedda said there are issues with doing that on those properties due to their management plans.
Hedda said the user experience we need to get across is that there’s no place to stop (and use restroom
facilities) between Gunsight Bridge and Rec Path. We need to be realistic that we can’t have bathrooms
at every convenient location.
Travis said that’s fine but you will likely continue to see trespass issues.

Chris asked about getting businesses to sponsor installing temporary toilets in other parts of the
watershed.
Next Steps, Next Meeting Date
Hedda noted that these discussions will be recapped and written in the form of a draft management plan, to
include additional specifics that need to be addressed. A draft document will be sent to all Working Group
members prior to the August 22nd meeting.
Michael stressed that the document will be a draft, and that everyone should please come to the August 22nd
meeting with suggested changes/edits.
Following, the revised draft will be made available to the public in the form of a Town Council work session
that invites public feedback. After the work session, the last meeting of the Working Group will finalize the
recommended management plan.
Hedda reminded that additional discussions will be happening in sub-committees – e.g., recreational flow data
collection.
Illene asked the group for feedback on this meeting and the process to date.
Braden suggested more outreach.
Wynn suggested having an in-depth strategic plan around outreach moving forward.
Wynn thinks agriculture could use more attention in regards to land values.
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Great Blue Heron
(Ardea herodias)
Herons on Earth for 60 million years (GBHE for at least 1.8 million)
Resident or short-distance migrants
Highly social, colonial nesting (rookery or heronry), site fidelity
Serial monogamy, elaborate courtship
Most colonies with less than 20 nests, lay 2-6 eggs
Asynchronous hatching (chicks not equal)
Semi-altricial (hatch with down, eyes open, can’t depart nest, fed by parents
Solitary, territorial feeders using cryptic behavior and vision
Kenley Jones

North American Breeding Bird Survey
USGS
Great Blue Heron Population Trend
124,000 Strong but vulnerable
Region

Trend

U.S.
DT = 62-80 yrs

Western Region
HT = 88-150 yrs

Colorado
Stable

1966-2015

2005-2015

+0.87%
(0.63, 1.11)

+1.12%
(0.38, 1.97)

-0.79%
(-1.31, -0.30)
1.10%
(-0.42, 2.70)

-0.47%
(-1.64, 0.66)
-1.27%
(-5.99, 2.66)
(12 yrs, 25 yrs)

Great Blue Heron Annual Cycle
Spring Migration

Nesting

Courtship/Mating

Egg laying/Incubation

Brood Rearing

Fall Migration

Great Blue Heron Vulnerability
Biology vs. Humans
Breeding
One nest location for “population” and same place every year!
Tree nest integrity
Early stage of breeding most sensitive (abandonment less likely with increased investment)
Long nest occupation (4 months)

Feeding
Foraging habitat and feeding time
Solitary and territorial hunters, may fly 5 - 40 km
Slow-wading or stand-and-wait techniques employed
10 chick feedings per day

Human Impacts (abandonment, behavior, reproductive success)
Human disturbances – repeated disturbances, proximity (250-300 m buffer)
Isolation from roads correlated with increased colony size
River recreationists caused abandonment of nests (10 years 95 pr to 9 pr)
Interactions with predators – adults flush and leave nest more vulnerable to predation
(Parker 1980, Vennesland and Butler 2011)

Slate River Heron Study Objectives
1. Document heron life cycle phenology
Spring migration arrival
Nest selection and building
Courtship and mating
Egg laying and incubation (27 days)
Nestling stage (7-8 weeks) and fledging
Fall migration departure

2. Determine basic demography of heronry
Number of nests (number occupied)
Number of herons
Number of nests with eggs (incubation)
Number of successful nests (at least one egg hatches)
Number of chicks produced
Number of chicks fledged

Carley Clegg

3. Quantify heron activity budgets during incubation and brood rearing periods
Focal time budgets
Scan sampling

4. Document potential disturbances to herons and quantify heron response

3
2
1

Observation
Sites:
1. Wildbird
Ridge

2. Slate River
Road
3. Smith Hill
Road
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Great Blue Heron Phenology
2018
Slate River dates

Disturbance Index

Spring migration, Arrival

13 March

Moderate

Nest building, Courtship

13 March – 11 April…

Egg laying, Incubation

11 April

Chicks hatch

8 May

Fledging

27 June???? (7 weeks)

Nests abandoned

????

Fall migration, departure

????
(September, October)

Seven Months

Life cycle event

Highest
High
Moderate
Moderately high*
Low
Low

*Food delivery peaks at 29 days, at 26-40 days chicks have highest energy demands, by 45 days weight is 85% of adult mass
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6
13
8

7

4
1

11

5
14

12

9

10

2
3

16

25

18

15
17

20

19

21
22

23

24

26

Number
of Chicks

“Hatch”
Date

Nest
Number

Number “Hatch”
of Chicks Date

1

2

9 May

15

3

22 May

2

5

15 May

16

4

17 May

3

2

1 June

17

1

3 June

4

2

7 June

18

2

13 June

5

2

17 May

19

5

9 May

6

1

13 June

20

4

18 May

7

2

29 May

21

2

19 June

8

4

18 May

22

1

30 May

9

3

21 May

23

Unoccupied

10

3

29 May

24

2

25 May

11

3

29 May

25

2

7 June

12

0

26

2

22 May

13

4

18 May

Total

63 (2.6/nest), N = 24

14

2

19 May

Nest Success 96%

Upper Colony

Lower Colony
35 chicks
2.7/nest
N = 13

Nest
Number

28 chicks
2.5/nest
N = 11

Human Disturbance
Conduct 1-hour observations, record all potential disturbances,
record heron response (alert behavior, flush)
18 surveys (goal is 60)
753 events (vehicles, bikes, planes, river recreation)
42 events per hour; 52 heron responses
Time

River Event

Alert

Flush

Return Time

5-25-18, 2:30 pm

2 duckies

1

1

?

5-25-18, 2:38 pm

1 raft

4

4

Most in 1 minute

5-25-18, 2:52 pm

2 SUP

3

3

3 in 2 minutes

6-5, -1812:48 pm

1 SUP

0

4

3 in 1 minute
1 in 4 minutes

6-9-18, 3:15 pm

1 SUP

1

0

6-9-18

3 SUP

2

2

1 in 3 minutes
1 did not return

6-9-18

2 SUP + 1 Kayak

5

1

1 in 2 minutes

*6-13-18: 2 SUP + 1 Kayak = 1 flush; 5 SUP = 1 flush; 6-18-18: 2 SUP+2 kayak = 3 flush; 15 SUP = 1 flush (moose)
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Access Point and River Corridor Property Parameters
1. BLM Oh-Be-Joyful
2. Land Trust – Gunsight Bridge
• Owned by Land Trust, conservation easement held by Town
o Conservation values: open space, wildlife habitat, education, recreation, agriculture
 De-minimus commercial recreational use as approved by Grantee
o Agriculture grazing lease
3. Land Trust- Lower Loop
• Owned by Land Trust, conservation easement held by Town
o Conservation values: open space, wildlife habitat, recreation, agriculture
 De-minimus commercial use
o Agriculture grazing lease
4. Private- conservation easement (held by Land Trust)
• Owned by Rick Divine, conservation easement held by Land Trust
o Conservation values: wetlands, riparian areas, natural wildlife habitat, open space
5.
•
•
•

Private – Wildbird
Pedestrian community
Management values: open space, wildlife habitat, agriculture
Aggressive noxious weed management program

6. Land Trust- Rice
• Owned by the Land Trust, restrictive covenant held by landowner
o Conservation values: Open space and wildlife habitat
o Access easement for Spehar and Kapushion family for Kapushion Ditch No. 1
o Portion of property grazed
o 2011-2013: Land Trust partnered w/ NRCS to stabilize river bank by installing three jhooks, gravel bar movement, bank sloping and re-vegetation.
 Project enrolled in Colorado Water Conservation Board’s Measurable Results
Program (MRP) to track impact.
o 2013: Land Trust partnered w/ CO Fish and Wildlife to fence off riparian area to prevent
cattle from damaging river bank and to promote re-vegetation. Fence must remain in
place for at least 10 years.
o 2014: Kapushion headgate improvements
7. Land Trust – Peanut Lake
• Owned by Land Trust, conservation easement held by Town
o Conservation values: open space, natural habitat of wetlands and wildlife
o 2015: River restoration/bank stabilization to prevent breach of Peanut Lake



Project enrolled in 5-year Army Corps monitoring plan

8. Private- Kapushion
• Owned by Kapushion Family, conservation easement held by Land Trust
o Conservation values: wildlife and plant habitat, open space, agriculture

9. Land Trust- Confluence
• Owned by Land Trust
o Conservation values: open space, wildlife habitat, public recreation, agriculture
o Agricultural grazing lease
10. Cypress Foothills
• Private Property Easement to be held by Town being negotiated with Developer
11. Private – Verzuh Ranch (Rec Path Bridge)
• Owned by Martens, conservation covenant held by Town
• Easement for access to Slate North side of river
o Public river and Trail access
o No commercial use
o No dogs
12. Town Ranch
• Owned by Town Protected by Conservation Covenant
o Limited access and requires protection of wetlands
13. Skyland

